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Introduction
PSP homebrew is something that nearly any self-respecting PSP owner knows about and is able
to run on his precious machine. Yes that also means you reading this guide as you have taken
the first step to doing so yourself. I've personally only got a PSP several days ago (which might
be much more when you are reading this) and am already enjoying playing my old SCUMM
games on the PSP (which although it doesn't have a touch screen works surprisingly well). As
you can see running homebrew on your PSP is very easy nowadays.
For those who do not know what homebrew is:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homebrew_%28video_games%29
Recently our friends online, N00bz have released a new downgrader/exploit allowing
homebrew to be run on ANY PSP as long as it has firmware 3.50. Now at this point in time this
might not mean much to you, you might not even understand the last sentence but don't worry,
I'll try to cover it all in this guide.
Aiming at people new to the scene with no previous experience with coding or homebrew, I
will try not to get too technical. I'll cover from box-to-play in this guide meaning if you have
NEVER used a PSP in your life you should be able to get it all working and start playing in no
time!
PSP homebrew does however some basic understanding of the workings of your PSP. Although
I can probably talk you through most of the steps needed (and I will try to) it really helps if you
are familiar with (understand what you are doing) things like updating your firmware, etc..
There is one thing I need to mention:
Pirating of software is something I do not approve of.
Pirating is often associated with homebrew. Pirating is a term used for running official games
you do not own, or do own, but are not allowed to play in some way by law. Homebrew is
creating and sharing programs made by yourself and/or others for free. This means that no
business is attached to the software. Please keep in mind that this also means that there is no
support for the software, unless someone will provide it for you.
Another something I have to mention:
I am not responsible for your actions, damages or ANYTHING you do or may receive when
following this guide. You and only you are responsible. I also take no responsibility on ANY
files downloaded together with this guide.
Homebrewing is a really great development. Just look at what great applications the PSP has
been given by the homebrew community! Some great homebrew games/applications like
ScummVM, SnesTYL and more are on my PSP all the time.
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Part 1: First things first
Opening the box and testing your PSP

As I'm covering from box to play we are going to see if your PSP is in working order and up to
the homebrewing task. These checks are also good if you are going to buy your PSP in a store if
you get the chance to examine the unit (feel free to ask, you are the customer after all).
Original PSP's only!

The very first thing, make sure you have an ORIGINAL PSP. Not the new slim line version
(which isn't even released to the public) as it is not homebrew compatible at this time of
writing.
What about the box, rough shipping anyone?

The easiest check, which doesn't tell you much aside from how rough shipping/handeling
might have been is checking the box for damage. It should be all right but even if it isn't don't
panic. There is a good chance that even if your PSP's box is slightly damaged the PSP itself will
be in working order.
Does it even turn on?

Once you're satisfied with the box take out the PSP, charger and battery. Insert the battery by
removing the battery cover (press down where it says push and pull the cover away from the
PSP) and pushing the battery into place (naturally removing the plastic bag around it first). Try
to turn on the PSP (slide the switch on the right side of the PSP up), if it doesn't turn on
connect the charger (if you do the power light should turn orange if not something is wrong)
and try again. If it still doesn't work try asking for help if you are sure you did everything right.
When it still doesn't work your unit seems to be defective (shouldn't happen though so make
sure you did everything right, maybe even read the instruction manual for once :) ).
Look at that big screen!

When the PSP turns on start checking the screen. The PSP units are/were plagued with bad
TFT screens which tend to have stuck or dead pixels. If you see a pixel which is either
ALWAYS black or ALWAYS one colour see if they are in the center of the screen and how
many there are. If you feel it is annoying try contacting your reseller what can be done
(exchanging the unit), or if you are in a store ask to see a different unit.
FW version? regardless no problems/defects but..

Now check the firmware version of your PSP (I will cover what this is and why it is important
later). You can do this by going to the left most menu option (arrow left until you hit the most
left option then hit the O button), then select 'system settings' (go to the option with the arrow
buttons then press O) and lastly select 'system information' (the option just above the last, select
with O). Check the value behind 'System Software' and see if it is 3.50 or lower. If the value is
higher then 3.50 it will be harder to run homebrew on it if at all possible (requiring a modchip?) and you might want to swap the unit if possible. However as there is no technical defect
it might be harder then a faulty screen as in theory the product supplied is in working order.

Functionality

If you own a game (regardless what region) or UMD video (which matches your PSP's region)
insert it in your PSP and see if it gets detected and runs without problems. There is the
possibility that the PSP states that in order for you to play the game/video you must update
your PSP. Whatever you do, do not update the PSP just yet. The fact that the PSP asks you to
update tells you that the UMD drive is probably working fine so there is no real need to test any
further but if possible more tests are always better (so if you have the chance try a different
game/video).
Anything else?

There is one more thing you could check. You could check if the PSP has a TA-082+
motherboard. This isn't vital however as the down and upgrade (homebrew enable) also works
with a TA-82+ but requires the board to be patched (which is also no problem if you follow this
guide).
To see if you have a TA-82+ motherboard open the UMD tray and check at the top right if it
states “IC1003” on the PCB (this is under the UMD text on the tray near the IR module). If so
you'll probably have one, but this check is not a guarantee.

That should be about it for now. If it passes the general tests (if the PSP is in working order and
has a FW number lower then or matching 3.50) you should be good to go. Naturally this doesn't
test every function on the PSP so you can't say with 100% certainty that the PSP will work
properly however this should ease your choice in stores or will allow you to take immediate
action if the PSP you got shipped has obvious problems.

My white bundle of joy still boxed, a Japanese white base
(original) PSP unit

Part 2: Requirements & explanations
Downgrading requirements and explanations on used jargon

Now that you've tested your PSP and have found it to be homebrew worthy let me explain a bit
on 'downgrading', 'HEN', exploits, etc..

Jargon
Exploits: Exploits (in this context) are holes / glitches in soft-/firmware available for the PSP
which allow the execution of homebrew code. These are the type of glitches we are going to
use.
Firmware: “As its name suggests, firmware is somewhere between hardware and software. Like
software, it is a computer program which is executed by a computer. But it is also an intimate and
vital part of a piece of hardware, and has little meaning outside of that particular hardware.“
“”Wikipedia on firmware, 13th of August 2007, GNU free document license applies

Sony regularly updates the firmware on the PSP. These updates generally cover new features,
small bugfixes and 'security fixes'. I say 'security fixes' because generally those types of fixes only
cover the blocking of exploits.
The official PSP firmware versions have had many revisions and are currently at 3.52. However
3.52 sadly does not support the execution of homebrew nor is there any exploit currently known
that will work with that firmware version. The highest firmware version which is viable for an
exploit is 3.50 (which is why I have let you check before buying a PSP if the FW version
matches or is lower than 3.50).
Downgrading: Not all firmware versions allow for the execution of homebrew code. The best
official firmware version for homebrew is 1.50. However many available PSPs have a higher
firmware version installed. Officially you can only upgrade (install newer firmware) however
downgrading means that you install a lower, older, firmware version. Official firmware versions
do not allow for this so one needs to use an exploit in order to do so.
HEN: HEN is added to the firmware version (system settings --> system information -->
system software) once homebrew has been enabled. An example would be '3.50 HEN'.
When I ask you to see if you are on HEN (don't worry I will explain again how to check
then) that is what you have to check for.
Hello World: Hello World is simply put displaying “Hello World” on a screen of a device. In the
hacking / homebrew world Hellow World is generally (one of) the first things to be run as it
generally requires only little control/knowlidge of a system as opposed to anything bigger (like
displaying images, though Hello Worlds sometimes are also made up out of images).
Folder names: I will use 'root:/' to indicate your PSP's memory stick and 'zip:/' to indicate the
root of the zip file which you should have downloaded together with / contained this guide.

Requirements
Please take note, there are more exploits / ways to enable homebrew then I cover. I will
only cover the Lumines exploit by N00bz because that is the only one with which I have
personal experience. This expoit has the highest compatibility with official firmware
versions up to 3.50 (others are below 3.XX) and is the most recent. If you do not want to
use this exploit but another one feel free to ask me about it or search online.
Also, I will first have you download to FW version 1.50 which might not be needed but I
have personally done and thus can only say with certainty it will work.
As I've stated above I will use the Lumines exploit which requires:
-A Sony PSP (original version) with firmware version 3.50 or lower installed
-Pro Duo Memory stick at least 64 megabytes in size (32 might work but it really
isn't recommended)
-A compatible copy of Lumines 1 for PSP:
Nearly any version will work (best buy / platinum, JP/US/EU) however recently
(after the publication of the exploit) new versions have popped up which have
been patched to require firmware 3.51/3.52 to be installed on your PSP (thus
making the exploit impossible to use). Your best bet is to buy either an original
version of Lumines (which aren't patched) as you can see below or buy a copy
which is confirmed to work (second hand).

-A set of files which you have either downloaded together with this PDF guide or
can be found on the N00bz homepage; http://www.N00bz.eu/
-Official update files: 3.50 (only if your PSP is not at 3.50 already), 3.52 and 1.50
(Included in the zip provided with this guide)
-The will to downgrade and run HB

My copy of Lumines (an original release / non-platinum Europe version)

Part 3: Upgrading to 3.50
Updating to 3.50 to allow the upgrade

This is a step which might not be needed. Either the exploit already works with your PSP (not
sure which firmwares are supported other than 3.50) or your PSP is already at 3.50. We're first
going to check your firmware version.
Check your firmware version

You can do this by going to the left most menu option (arrow left until you hit the most left
option then hit the O button), then select 'system settings' (go to the option with the arrow
buttons then press O) and lastly select 'system information' (the option just above the last, select
with O). Check the value behind 'System Software' and see if it is 3.50 or lower.

If it matches 3.50 you won't have to do anything else and continue the guide at part 4a (on page
12). If it is anything lower we'll need to update your PSP. If it is higher I redirect you to 'Part 1'
of this guide (on page 5).

Updating your PSP to 3.50

As said we are now going to update your PSP to firmware version 3.50 as that is the version
supported by the N00bz exploit. The official firmware requires your PSP to have the charger
unit plugged in (and charging) and the battery to be at at least 55% full. You can check the
charge level of your PSP by going to the 'Settings' menu (use the O button to open menu
options), 'System Settings' and then 'Battery Information'.

Take out your memory stick (or use the PSP's USB connection capabilities; go to the 'Settings'
menu and select 'USB Connection' then follow the on-screen instructions). Take the
downloaded 3.50 update file (EBOOT.PBP) and put it in the 'root:/PSP/GAME/UPDATE' folder
in the PSP folder (if it doesn't exist create it). You can find the 3.50 update file in the zip file
you've downloaded together with this guide in the 'zip:/Official_firmwares/3.50' directory or
search for it on the internet (shouldn't be hard to find).
Once the file is on your PSP (re-insert the memory stick if you had removed it) turn on the PSP
if it was turned off (or press the X button to return to the XMB if you used the USB connection
method). Scroll over to the 'Game' menu and select 'Memory Stick'. You should then see a
screen as seen below. Select (if it isn't already selected) 'PSP Update ver. 3.50' and hit the O
button.

The update should now start (don't worry it won't update directly it will ask you a few things
first). You'll be presented with the update screen and asked if you want to start the update. Hit
O to start the update and X if you don't want to update just yet. In the case that your battery
isn't charged to 55% (or the charger isn't inserted) the update application will give an error
message telling you that the PSP still needs charging.

When you DO have your battery charged enough you will have to agree to their license
agreement. Naturally you will have to read the agreement and then accept (select 'Accept' and
hit >). Once you accept the agreement you'll be presented with one final warning screen stating
you mustn't turn off your PSP, remove the AC adapter or the memory stick and it also notes
you can't go back to a previous firmware version (which is partially true as without the exploit
it is indeed impossible). Hit O and the update will start. Once the update is done press O and
the PSP will restart to the new firmware (3.50) which you can check via the steps explained
above in 'Part 3' and 'Part 1'.

Now as this is needed in further steps, please set your handhelds language to English
('Settings --> System settings --> System Language --> English').

Accept the agreement and hit >

Hit O to get past the warning (read it first though)

The update is now running (takes few minutes)

Once the update is done hit O to restart the PSP

Part 4a: Doing Hello World
Lets get acquainted with the exploit first and just run Hello World

N00bz released a Hello World application prior to the HEN (homebrew enable) application
using the exploit. As it is very similar to starting the HEN app I think it is good to do it once
before the actual downgrading to get you acquainted with the exploit and general PSP
operation. If you want to you can skip this step but I don't recommend it.
First (not needed) lets play a short game of Lumines (insert the UMD, go to 'Game' and select
Lumines). After you're done playing close the game and go back to the XMB (using the 'Home'
button is the easiest). Once there activate the USB connection ('Settings --> USB connection')
and connect the PSP to your computer.

Now you should see a save game folder 'root:/PSP/SAVEDATA' which contains one (or more if
you have more versions of Lumines and played them) of the following folders:
-ULUS10002LUMINES
-ULES00043LUMINES
Note if you have the Japanese or Korean version of Lumines there will be similarly named folders
however named ULJ* or ULK*. With those you can't use HelloWorld but can do the downgrade.

These folders can also be found in the zip file that came with this guide or online on the N00bz
website (and probably other locations) however containing save files which have the exploit in
them. In the zip file you can find them under 'zip:/exploit/HelloWorld'.
First of all if you want to keep your save files of Lumines copy the folder you have on the PSP's
memory stick to your PC (as we are going to overwrite them with exploit files).
Now copy the folder matching the folder name on your PSP from inside the zip file to your PSP
overwriting the similarly named folder. Once done close the USB connection and start Lumines
again. Now when you get to the “press start button” screen (as shown above) do so BEFORE the
demo starts. The screen might flicker a few times and should then show you the N00bz
HelloWorld application.
To close the HelloWorld it is easiest to turn off the PSP
by holding the power button for about 7 seconds and
then turn on the PSP again.

Part 4b: 3.50 HEN + setup for downgrade
Starting 3.50 HEN, finally the exploit to run HB and to setup the files needed for downgrade!

We're now finally going to use the exploit to start running homebrew. Instead of using the
exploit to start HelloWorld we're going to use it to start an application that will set your 3.50
PSP to 3.50 HEN (which also writes files to flash however these files are new files thus chances
of bricking are minimal). As described in the Jargon part in 'Part 2' this means Homebrew
Enabled 3.50 which will allow us to run the downgrader.
This will be very similar to the HelloWorld approach however we are now going to write
different files to the PSP. So first off turn on the PSP and connect it to your PC.
As also done in 'Part 4a' we're going to overwrite the save files of Lumines but this time with
the HEN loader and downgrader files.
You must copy the PSP directory in the zip file that came with the guide which you can find in
the 'zip:/exploit/downgrade' directory to the root of the PSP's memory stick. This means we
will be overwriting the 'root:/PSP' directory on the memory stick with
'zip:/exploit/downgrade/PSP'. You should be asked if you truly want to overwrite the PSP
folder and all it's content, answer 'yes to all'.

The PSP's PSP folder should look similar to this once done
Once all that is done remove the USB cable and start up Lumines again. This time you also must
press start BEFORE the demo starts when promted to. If you placed all the files correctly the
screen should now fill to black, flash light blue and then return to the XMB or reset.
Check to see if you are now under 3.50 HEN (Settings --> System Settings --> System
Information). Check the value behind 'System Software' and see if it is 3.50 HEN.

If you are under 3.50 HEN then you can continue with the next step (if not redo the process
and make sure you place all files correctly), DO NOT TURN OFF YOUR PSP!

Part 5: Downgrade
Here we go, the actual downgrading begins!

First, make sure your PSP is still 3.50 HEN as this is needed. The PSP needs to be set up as
stated in the previous section. Also, the downgrader requires you to have your PSP's battery to
be charged up to at least 75% it will not start if charged less.
Now go the 'GAME' menu and scroll until you see the 'x.yz' update and start it (select and press
O). This should start the (unofficial) 1.50 update.

There are two things that could happen now. You will either be presented with the question if
the update should patch your motherboard or you will be taken directly to the downgrade (if
taken directly to the downgrade read on ...). The first only happens if you have a (=<) TA-082
motherboard.

If you are asked if you want to patch your motherboard you'll have to agree or stop the update
and give up on homebrew. Patching shouldn't be a problem however it will make it impossible
for you to update to official firmwares 3.30 or higher as it checks for the patch. However as we
will be updating to unofficial firmware versions (3.52 by M33 team) there is no problem with
this.
So if you are asked if you want to patch your motherboard simply press X unless you really
don't want to when you can press the right shoulder button to cancel.

Once you've patched the mainboard (or if you weren't asked to) you'll be presented with the
downgrader. To start the download press X, you can cancel by pressing the right shoulder
button.
Downgrading brings the risk to brick your PSP, I nor anyone else but you is responsible for any
consequences (attempting) downgrading your PSP might have. When downgrading DO NOT
TURN OFF YOUR PSP OR REMOVE THE CHARGER OR MEMORY STICK.
Once you've pressed X the downgrader starts working and clears your flash then writes the
older firmware. After it has written the new firmware you'll be presented with a happy 'OK'
screen and you must press X to restart your 1.50 PSP.

Once restarted check to see if you are now under 1.50 (Settings --> System Settings --> System
Information). Check the value behind 'System Software' and see if it is 1.50.

Part 6: 3.52 M33-2 install / setup
Now to install and setup the latest 3.52 custom...

As you are now under 1.50 you're under a quite old firmware version. Now to 'fix' this we are
going to update your PSP to 3.52 (the latest) M33-2 (second version by M33 team). This is a
custom/modified firmware based on the official 3.52. The custom firmware allows you to run
homebrew and run new games (which request higher firmware numbers) and various other
options.
Now to avoid confusion please format your memory card via the PSP ('Settings --> System
Settings --> Format Memory Stick'). After it's done hook up your PSP to your PC once again.
1.50 no-Kxploit install

First off all we're going to fully enable homebrew on your 1.50 PSP. Copy the two folders
(kxploitpatcher and kxploitpatcher%) in 'zip:/150_xploit' to the 'root:/PSP/GAME' directory.
Press X on your PSP and go to the 'Game --> Memory Stick' menu and there select the only
option available (something like 'kxploit permanent patcher').

When you get the message as above just press X. After it's done (should be very quick) you'll
either be promted a key to restart the PSP or you reboot it manually by sliding up the power
button. You can now (if you want to) remove the two folders (kxploitpatcher and
kxploitpatcher%) from the game folder on the PSP (to clear things up).
Pre-3.52 install work

Now to prepare for 3.52 M33-2. Please make sure you have your language set to English as
explained in 'Part 3'. Copy 'zip:/m33/M33CREATOR' to 'root:/PSP/GAME'. Close the PSP-PC
connection (press X) or reinsert the memory card in the PSP and go to the 'Game --> Memory
Stick' menu. There execute '3.52 M33 CREATOR'. It will start working and when finished
return to the XMB (this is normal behavior).

Installing 3.52 M33

Once you're back in the XMB go back to the 'Game --> Memory Stick' menu but now select
'3.52 M33UPDATE'.

Once it starts up it will look a lot like the 1.50 downgrader. You have to accept the agreement
by pressing X (or cancel the install by pressing the right shoulder button).

After pressing X the install will start. When the install is finished you'll be prompted to press X
to shut down your PSP. Turn it back on and go to the 'System Information' page. You should
now see 'System version 3.52 M33'.

Installing 3.52 M33-2

Now a new version (a bug fix version) has been released for the 3.52 M33 namely 3.52 M33-2.
Thankfully applying the update is very easy. Just copy the 'zip:/3.52UPDATE/GAME150'
directory in your 'root:/PSP' directory (creating a dir structure as such: 'root:/PSP/GAME150').
Now I'm not sure this is needed here already but now you won't have to set it again. We 're
going to set your PSP to boot all homebrew using the 1.50 kernel (“the 1.50 firmware”). To do
this turn off your PSP fully (holding the power button up for about 7 seconds). Then turn your
handheld back on while holding the right shoulder button. This will take you to the M33
recovery menu which lets you set various options. Now select the option 'Configuration ->' and
press X.

Once there select the 'Game Folder Homebrew' option and press X until it says '1.50 Kernel'.

The other settings are good so select back (press X) then Exit (press X). The PSP will then
reboot.
Now go over to the 'Game --> Memory Stick' menu and select the M33 update from the menu.

Apply the update (if requested press the button allowing/starting the update) and restart the
PSP (if needed). Then check if your System Information has been updated and now shows
3.52 M33-2. If it does you now have the most recent (at the time of writing) 3.52 custom
firmware available!
Now to clean the memory card again (you don't need all the installers on there anymore now
do you?) I suggest you once again have the PSP format the memory stick ('Settings --> System
Settings --> Format Memory Stick').

Part 7: Examples of homebrew
Just a quick selection of homebrew emulators and applications

As at first it might be challenging to use homebrew and to find usefull applications and games
I've made a small selection of items which I generally have on my PSP all the time. To install
them simply place the 'zip:/Example_HB/GAME150' folder in the 'root:/PSP' folder on your
memory card. All applications I added should then show up in your 'Game --> Memory Card'
menu.
The games / apps I've included are (newest versions as far as I know at the time of writing);
-PSPvnc;

A VNC client for your PSP, personally only tested it briefly with not much
success however it can be very useful of course.
-ScummVM; My all time favorite, the SCUMM engine interpreter for the PSP. I've
included the freeware game Beneath A Steel Sky which is one of my
favorite titles. Naturally supports saves. Some good games for use with
ScummVM: Day of the Tentacle,The Dig, Full, Throttle, Sam and Max hit
the road, the included Beneath a Steel Sky, and there are many others.
-Daedalus; An n64 emulator for the PSP. Although not full speed with sound with all
games it runs surprisingly well.
-gpSP;
gpSP is a GBA emulator for the PSP. To work it will need the GBA BIOS
in binary format placed in the same directory where it is located named
gba_bios.bin and 16kilobytes in size. This emulator also supports saves.
-Mame4All; MultipleArcadeMachineEmulator for the PSP. Personally I have not
gotten it to work but that could be me. If it does work it would be great to
play Outrun ;).
-NesterJ;
A modified version of NesterJ with rewind and fast forward options. A
great NES emulator.
-Rin;
Rin also known as Homer's Rin is a GB/GBC emulator for the PSP.
Supports saves and a lot more. Perfect for Zelda (DX).
-Snes9XTYL; A SNES emulator for the PSP. Works great with saves and has many
functions and high support.
-Bookr;
A PDF viewer (quite functioning) for PSP. I've also included the guide
you're reading now in PDF format and my DS beginners guide (both in
normal and special hand-out version).

Part 8: Links
Useful places when and before running homebrew.

The Internet is very big and I am bound to forget websites. But I will try to give a good starting
point. Of course my own website gives you a lot of information, to give a few quick links:
Index main: http://scorpei.com/
Index PSP: http://psp.scorpei.com/
Wiki; incomplete list of PSP homebrew: http://wiki.scorpei.com/index.php/PSP_homebrew_list
Buying Hardware

Buying hardware from the Internet is something people are always unsure about. These sites of
some of my suppliers are very good for getting your hardware, or as a starting point.
http://divineo.com/
http://mod-chip.com/
http://kickgaming.com/
Those all carry PSP items but possibly many of my other sponsors could supply items too if you ask
them.
News sites

http://psp-news.dcemu.co.uk/
General sites/Development

http://www.psp-homebrew.eu/
http://Noobz.eu/

Part 9: Final words
What's left to be said?

I hope you now have a good idea on how to start running PSP homebrew and what kind of
great applications and games are out there. If you have any tips or comments you can send them
to TBGTDSHB@scorpei.com, or look around on forums for me. Remember the things that you
read in this guide well, and you should find your way around.
When you feel I have forgotten something, for instance I do not know about your homebrew
application or game and thus it isn't mentioned, or maybe haven't covered your product here
feel free to contact me. I would gladly incorporate it, and test out the different (homebrew)
capabilities.
All there is left to say for me, is have fun homebrewing! When on a forum you ask a question
it's possible that the answer (if the answer is given) won't be very nice. Chances are you have
asked something that has been asked a very many times. Don't be discouraged, and try to find
the answer via search functions and etc.. The only thing I can say about that, is when you do
know more try to be nice to other people. That doesn't mean that you need to post the same
answer over and over and over, just that you can point new people in the right direction (my
guide for example ;) ) in a friendly way. Fun is the first and foremost reason I started
homebrewing, and having a friendly community is one of the needed factors ;).
I hope you have had as much fun reading this guide, as I've done making it.
If you like it, please spread the word.
Yours,
Simon

